
ftle TO Landmarks Advisory Commission

FROM Anne Catlin Planner

DATE October 30 2008

SUBJECT November 5 2008 Meeting

The applicants for the rehabilitation of317 1 st Avenue SW former JC Penneysbuilding are

returning with details about how they will restore missing andor altered historic features Action

was not taken at the September public hearing to approve the applicantsproposal to rehabilitate

the building However you did give them tentative approval for replacing the metal windows on

the alley facade if the State Historic Preservation Office also approves the replacement and the

proposed replacement windows The state has approved this

We will also review the next draft ofdesign standards that have evolved into a series ofof

preservation design standards The following standards are included in the packet
New Construction

Rehabilitation each topic will be a standalone brochurewebsite or one can get the

whole enchilada so to speak
Fences let me know how these can be improved to help you and a future applicant
come up with a fence design over4 feet tall that fits the scale and style of the house

Still in the works are Albanys Architectural Styles and other topical brochures such as

paintpaint colors historic landscapes interiors and maintenance I hope to have a few of these

ready for your review next Wednesday

We have not heard back from the keeper at the National Register about the Monteith District

expansion We have moved public hearings on this to the December meeting

Iftime permits we might want to brainstorm preservation and Oregon 150th birthday celebration

ideas evaluate the review criteria and standards for the residential rehabilitation grant program
and think about newsletter contentIdlike to plan to send the next newsletter out in January
Topic ideas are welcome So far we can let people know about the design standards brochures
revamped website and the next round ofrehabilitation grants

See you soon

ale

Attachment

c Rebecca Bond Kate Porsche

UCommunity DevelopmentlPlanningWistoricQO08UgendasWovcovermemodocx



eS4k6 NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING

CITY OF ALBANY

LANDMARKS ADVISORY COMMISSION

Municipal Court Chambers

Albany City Hall 333 Broadalbin Street SW

Wednesday November5 2008

630pm

AGENDA

1 CALL TO ORDER

2 APPROVAL OF MINUTES September 3 2008

3 REOPEN PUBLIC HEARING1H0908 317 is Avenue SW

Chair Hult

Chair Hult

Restore front facade to include awning and rehabilitate the back facade to include replacing steel

windows with aluminumcladwindows Note Detailed information about the restoration of specific
elements is beingpresented

4 DESIGN GUIDELINES BROCHURES 700pm

New Construction

Rehabilitation

Fences

5 OTHER BUSINESS

6 NEXT MEETING December 3 2008

7 ADJOURN 800pm

LAC Please leave amessage for Anne Catlin at5419177560 or send anemail to

annecatlincityofalbanynetifyou cannot attend

City ofAlbany Web sitewwwcityofalbanynet

The location of the hearing is accessible to the disabled Ifyou needspecial accommodations to attend

orparticipate please notify the Human Resources Department in advance by calling5419177500

UCommunity Development PlanningWistoric120081agendaslnov5docx



APPROVED

CITY OF ALBANY
R

LANDMARKS ADVISORY COMMISSION

City Hall Municipal Court Chambers 333 Broadalbin Street

Wednesday September 3 2008

630pm

MINUTES

Landmarks Commissioners Present Linda Herd Oscar Hult Derryl James Heidi Overman and

Robyn van Rossmann

Landmarks Commissioners Absent Roz Keeney and Dave Pinyerd

Staff present Planner II Anne Catlin Administrative Assistant Sheena Dodson

Others present 5 others present

CALL TO ORDER

Chair Oscar Hult called the meeting to order at630pm

QUASIJUDICIAL PUBLIC HEARING

Hult called to order a public hearing on Planning fileHi0908 to restore front facade to include awning
and rehabilitate the back facade to include replacing steel windows with aluminumcladwindows

Declarations

Hult and Commissioner Herd stated that they had done a site visit Hult said he was at the Central Area

Revitalization Area Board CARA meeting when the project was presented

Staff Report

Planner II Anne Catlin summarized the staff report She stated the applicants desire is to restore the

building to its historical character She said the applicants are also requesting to replace the metal

windows on the back side so the LAC would need to look at the substitute materials for the review

criteria

She stated the staff report and the application page 3 showed pictures of the building being altered

several times over the years She said the applicant is in the process ofdetermining the original materials

and missing features through photographs In general they propose to restore the front facade back to its

original appearance including repairs the storefront windows and the marquee awning She said that the

applicants hope to find the front mezzanine windows but ifnot they would use historical photographs to

recreate the windows in application

Catlin said the applicants wanted to replace the back hollow aluminum windows with an aluminum clad

wood window She said the window frames have extensive moisture damage pointing to the existing
window the applicant had removed and brought in She did not know if the aluminum windows were

original as she had not seen them before



Albany Landmarks Advisory Commission

Wednesday September 3 2008

Catlin stated the applicants here were specific features on the exterior that the applicants wanted input on

so they can bring back a revised application at a later date She said the interior is also being rehabilitated

as much as possible

Anolicant Testimon

Erin Johnson intern for Bill Ryals gave a presentation on the history of the building and the proposed
restoration project She stated that the desire for the project is to restore the building to the original
construction date of 1915 She stated that the architect was Charles Burggraf She said that a Burggraf
signature design was to do things in threes and horizontally

Bill Ryals 935 Jones Avenue said he is seeking the LACsadvice for the best direction to proceed in the

restoration of the JC Penney building originally built as the Wallace building He wants the LAC to be

informed of the history ofthe building

Ryals reviewed the current conditions of the building He said that with the awning cable and chains are

no longer a viable option but he would like to keep the chain look and asked for suggestions

Regarding the storefront windows Ryals stated that they have been replaced He said he did not believe

that the marble base currently there was Burggrafs and proposes removing it

Ryals stated that the tile entry may not have been Burggrafs but feels the tile design is architecturally
significant He said that Burggrafs tile designs are usually simpler He would like to retain it and

continue it into lobby

Ryals stated that the process he is using to restore the building is to assess features for their architectural

significance analyze safety and codes assess economic value is it going to cost a lot to restore and

overall aesthetics He stated that windows were a top priority He said the windows leak down to the

mezzanine level They plan to repair the front wood windows and sills

Ryals talked about the state of the back windows and restoring one of the entrances He stated that the

windows seemed okay but there was water leaking into the brick and inside the building He did not have

a solution He stated that if he tried to save the original windows and frames they would still leak They
are proposing new aluminum clad windows to match theoneoverone design

Geoff Davis Davis Glass 1590 NW Patrick Court said the new windows have a 30year finish He

described how the new windows could be properly sealed and not leak

Ryals described the first floor center pivot casement window on the back facade He stated that they may

know more about the condition of the windows and whether they can be repaired when they can get to

them The windows are blocked He stated he is looking to put an awning on the back that is similar to

the front to provide shelter over the entrance

Hult closed the public hearing at 716pm

Commissioner Discussion

Hult stated that the front baseboard was beyond repair He questioned whether the windows were original
Commissioner James agreed

Catlin asked ifanyone knew the dates ofgalvanized metal windows



Albany Landmarks Advisory Commission

Wednesday September 3 2008

James asked how the windows were attached to the opening Ryals stated that there was an original brick

seal and that they were pushed up to the building Hult thought there was a bead James wondered what

the original windows were and ifthere was other fasteners

Ryals stated that the State Historic Preservation Office SHPO staff had walked through building and

that they were submitting an application for federal tax credits Johnson stated that they hadntheard back

from the SHPO

Commissioner Herd thought the back opening historically was a loading dock She asked if it would be

restored as an opening Ryals said that the current fire stair is behind the original opening and windows

Herd asked if it was possible to do a recess to show that there washistory ofthe loading dock being there

Herd thought the windows would originally have been steel Ryals asked Johnson if she had seen steel

windows on other Burggraf designs Johnson did not look at back windows on other Burgraf buildings

Hult stated that he would approve the new windows on the back side ifthe SHPO approved them Herd

and James agreed Herd added that if there was wood paneling on other buildings under the storefront

windows to replicate what had been there

Herd asked about the awning and if it could be cantilevered and use chains only for the look Ryals was

pursuing a look ofchains He said he wasgoing to look for an attachment that is strong enough

James asked the applicant ifhe planned on saving the lower casement windows on the back or replacing
them Owner Rick Mikesell said that he didntbelieve that they could he saved Ryals said he wants to

save them but is unsure of the water damage and could not find out yet because a wall is currently
blocking them

Hult commented that it looked like the applicant had a good handle on the front ofthe building Ryals
said they would bring new findings back to the LAC

Herd asked about a site visit Ryals stated that someone was on site between 1030am and 5pmduring
the week

Motion Overman moved to approve the proposed application for replacement of the oneoverone

windows for the entire backside and also the casement pivot windows if they cannot be restored as long
as the SHPO approves it Herd seconded it Motion passed unanimously

Cusick Bank Buildine

Catlin stated that Olivetti is ready to order doors and showed a picture ofwhat he wanted to order

Exhibit A He is proposing one large42inchwide door with glass on the upper half The doors will

have to be custom made and wanted input Discussion followed

Hult asked if Olivetti had tried calling or visiting Aurora Mills Salvage Catlin said she had emailed

around to several salvage stores but not Aurora Mills Olivetti said he would make a trip to Aurora Mills

Catlin suggested that Olivetti take pictures ifhe found anything and the LAC could approval the doors by
email

Motion Overman moved to approve the simple door design as a backup ifOlivetti was unable to find

salvage doors James seconded Motion passed unanimously



Albany Landmarks Advisory Commission

Wednesday September 3 2008

Olivetti shared his desire to have his family name on the building

Motion James moved to approve the Olivetti sign as proposed as long as it is removable Overman

seconded Motion passed 41 with Herd voting no

ADJOURNMENT

Chair Hult adjourned the meeting at approximately844pm

Submitted by Reviewed by

Sheena Dodson Anne Catlin

Administrative Assistant Planner II

UlCommunity DevelopmentlPlanningWistoricCO081minuteslSept3smddocx
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Form1016e UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR OMB Approved

Rev 12NO No10240008

NATIONAL PARKSERVICE

HISTORIC PRESERVATION CERTIFICATION APPLICATION
PART 2 DESCRIPTION OF REHABILITATION

NPS Office Use Only NPS Ofllw Use

OnlyNRIS No Project No

Instructions Read the instructions carefully before completing the applications Nocertifications will be made unless a completed application form has been

received Type orprintclearly In black inkIfadditional apace is needed wecontinuafion sheets orattach blank sheets A copy of this form may be provided to

the internal Revenue ServiceThe decision by the National Perk Service with respect to certill abonis made on the basis of thedeacriptiona Mthis application
form In the event of any discrepancy betweenthe application form and other supplementary material submitted with It such as orchitecMalplaty drawing
and specilkwhorsthe application form shell takeprecedence

1 Name ofProperly J C P Vs

Address ofProperty Street 317 1e Ave NW

City Albam County ULinn State Oreoon ZJp 87321

Listed Individually In the National Register of HistoricMaces give date of fisting

Located in a Registered HistoricDisbick specify AhM Downtown Commercial Historic1310vt

Has a Pert i Application Evaluation ofSignificance beensubmitted forthis project Yes no

If yea dataPart 1 submitted Date ofcertification NPS Project Number

2 Date on building and rehabilitation proleel

Dale building constructed 1813 Total number ofhousing units before rehabilitation none

Type of construction D bl Wvth ezteriw bri k thteriw wood frame Numberthat arelowmodende income non

Use before rehabilitation comm udayretail Toted number ofhousing units after rehabililnbon none

Proposed uses alterrehabilitation commerdW retail Number thel tirolawmoderate Income none

Estimatedcostor rehabilitation four million Floor area before rehabilitation 27 000 R

This application covenphase number 1of 1 phase Flow area elder Inabllhabon 271100 se R

Proleetphase start dataeat September2008 Completion data eL Awil 2009

3 Projectcontact

Name MOAModern OrasMc Architecture LLC ContactWilliam Rvde

Street 480 Madtson A Sufte 1 City C alit

State D n 21p 97333 Daybma Telephone Number 54187441905

4 Owner

I hereby affeatthat the information I have provided Is tothe beat ofmyknowledge correct and that I own the property described above I understand that

falsification of factual representations in this application Is wbject tecrrminal unctions of up to10000 in ftnesw imprisonment fw up tofive yews

pusuantto 13 USC1001

Nam Ron Nadel Signature Data

OrgenbonR3 Develown t

Social Security wTaxpayerIdentification Number

Street 3015 Sale Ave SE City Albany

State Orecan Zip 57321 Daytime Telephone Number 5415380178

IMPS Office UsOnly

The National Park Service has reviewedtheHistericCertficabon Application Part2 fartheabarmedproperty and her determined

That the rehabbitabon described herein is consistent with the historic characterof theproperty orthe district inwhichit Is located and that the project meets

the Secretary of the Interior Standard forReh11140on This letter In a preliminarydetermination only since a formatcertification ofrehabilitation can

be issued only to the owner ofacerfifiedhistoric strucWre alter rehabilitation work I completed

That therehabilitation orproposed rehabltitafion will most theSecretary of the Intedoe Stsndwds forRehabilitation if theattached conditions arcmet

That the rehwbititstion described herein Is notconsistent with the historic character ofthe propertyorthe district in which it is located and that the project
donot meet the Secretary of the Interior Standards forRehabifitabon A copyof idsform will be provided to the Internal Revenue Service

For Ease and Understanding

Item Numbers116

Item Numbers 1722

Item Numbers 2336

Item Numbers 3752

Item Numbers 5364

Exterior South Facade

ExteriorNorth Elevation

Interior Basement

Interior Ground Level

Interior Mezzanine

Item Numbers 6573InteriorSecond Level

Data National Park ServiceAuthorized Signal National Park Service OlficeRelephone No

See Attachments



HISTORIC PRESERVATION

Wallace Building ekeJC Penney CERTIFICATION APPLICATION

Properly Nam PART 2 NPs Office useonly

Prajsd Number

317 1e Ave NW Albany OR 97321

Properly Address

5 DETAILED DESCRIPTION Of REHABILITATION I PRESERVATION WORKIncludesite work newconstruction alterations etc Complete block balm

Numbsr Archiledural feature Vaultunder sidewalk In basement Describe work and impact on existing feature177 Th a vankwill be Mind with concrete Thiswill stabilizethe above

Approximate Date of feature 1913 sidewalkand building structure to pment potential lifesafetyhazards

Describe existing feature and its condition

The vault nuns the length of the south fagade it is directly underneath

the sidewalk The vault Is supported by concrete beams that have

eroded substantially overtime and present a threat ofstructural failure
The vault to outside the footprint of the building

Photo no 2 Drawing no A23B1015201

Number Architectural feature 11Lrble Storefrout Bulkhead Describe work and impact on existing featureIt This marble is to be mosomd and replacedwith a panelized system that

Approximate Date of feature 1940sremodel portclosely resembleswoodea paaels systems seen 1otherCharW

Asrggsaf buildings and in historic photographs ofthosealternate
Describe existing feature and as Condition buUdoga A suggested material for this panelsystem is fibers
There is a marble storefront bulkhead that wasadded during the reinforced coocrtepanels that cloudy resemble the original wood
1940srenovation A Is poorly Installed The marble in cracked in materialu it can withstand the southern weatherexposure and can be
several places and falling off In otherlocations the marble Is not painted toapproximate what could bare one calmed This historic photo
attached to the building at all and is merely wedged In a space In is in treat ofthe lural pool hate originally a YoungsDept Store aima

between the Wallace Building and its neighbor There areclear Burggraf designed building
Indications that another more traditional system existed In the past

Photo no 910333435 Drawing no A40

Number Arohlteclumi feature TileEntfloor Describe work and impact on existing featureIt Thim elementwill be preserved sadkept i its attocatton There Is

Approximate Date of feature 1920sIsh minimal damage to the grout and someileaThis will be repaired and

prperved to maintain the Integrity of the entry
Describe existing feature and Is condition

The existing entry flooron the exterior of the building is made up of 1

while black and grey hexagonal tiles It Is In good condition with little

orno chips cracks ormissing tiles We believe this may beoriginal

Photo no 121349 Drawing no A20B202

Number Archhedural feature SorefrontVAndows Describe work and impact on existing feature

Approximate Dateof feature odeial1915 remodeled 1940 Replacing with a wooden storefront window system that will morecloudy
match the historic window she proportion and construction

Describe existing feature and its condition

These aluminum glazed windows appear to have been added during
the 1940sremodel replacing the original wooden windows

HISTORIC PRESERVATION
Wallace BulldingkaJC Penney CERTIFICATION APPLICATION
PropertyNme PART 2

317 1e Ave NW Albany OR 97321

Properly Address

NPS OfecsUse Only

Protect Number

Architsrallealure Southwindow dlolaveco Describework and impact on existing feature7 Approximate Date offeature 1913oriainal1940remodel On eitheraide atthe door themwill remain a section ofelevated display
careua Interpretation of the preeaistirq displayc and the era in

which window displaysweeofgreat hopertance
Describe existing feature and is condition

Currently the windows displays occupy the zone directly behind the

storefront windows on the ground floorofthe south fagads They are

18 inches higher then the floorlevel and approximately four feet wide

They areclosed offfrom New from the interior

Photo no9103269 Drawing no A40B202

Architectural feature SouthEtaSore al Door Describework and Impact on existing feature17711J The tattling pair of double door will be removed and replaced with

Approximate Date of feature 1940 single set of double deanThe door will be centered to the insetof the

entrance and constructed of wood style and rag with insulated goas
Describe existing feature and its condition

The existing south entrance consistsoftwo double doors These tlOors

arebuilt ofextruded aluminum and arelikelythe product ofthe 1940s

remodel

Photono 91012 Drawing no A40

Number Arohdeciurel feature Southwest door Describe work and Impact on existing feature

7 This door will be removed and replaced with storefront window glazing
Approximate Date of feature 19601 as this was the original design

Describe existing feature and its condition
Placed at the southwest comer of the south fagade this Is the egress
door from the basement Itwas inserted through the existing
storefrontThere areadded brick features that do not match the

surrounded brickof the fagade

Photo no 910 Drawing no A40B202

1 Amintectural feature SouthEatramcc Awaint Describework antl Impact on existing feature1771 The new owningwill moreclosely resemblethe awning wesee In our

Approximate Date of feature 1940 historicphotographs Therewill be a rounded marquee element There

will be globe lighting atmecomer

Describe existing feature and Is condition
The existing awning is ofcorrugated sheetmetal it 15 rectangular in

form and suspended by metal rods There 15 no lighting element

Historicphotographic evidence suggests that the original awning was

removed and replaced during the 1840smmodel

Photono 910 Drawing no A40B202 I Photo no9222325313237 Drawing no A40A32



HISTORIC PRESERVATION
Wallace Buildingsite JC Penney CERTIFICATION APPLICATION

Property Name PART 2

317 1 Ave NW Mary OR 97321

Property Add

NPS Office Use Only

Project Number

Number Architectural feature SouthFacadeClerestory Windows Describework and Impact on existing featureIt Iforiginal whitlows arefoundwewill repair and restore them A

Approximate Dale offeature 1915 necessary We befiem the original windows werewood Ifno windows

leadbehind the metal panel ystemwewill replace with a wooden

Describeexdsling feature and its condition storefront system that will more closely match the historic window sue
Originalclerestory windows have been covered by sheetmetal panels proportions and conetructi
in a 1980sem remodelUntil the sheet metal Is removed we are

unable to assess the condition and Integrity ofthese windows

Photono925313237 Drawing no A40

Architectural feature SouthFa aria shin course and

Number Oridnal Brickwork Describework and Impact on existing feature

10 We will clean and repair the Smut and brick as necessary to preserve

Approximate Date of feature 1915 this significant archit111feet m

Describe existing feature and its condition

This is an original and very significant architectural feature of the south

fagade it appears to beIn good condition however the grout has

aged and has minor rocking The stringeouree along the south fagade
is original brickwork laid by the brickmaster Jack John Hammel who

laid the brick ofmany Important and fundamental buildings In the city
of Albany

Photo no 9 Drawing no A40

Number Architectural feature JC Penaee B9ildine Siman Describework and Impact onexisting feature

11 We would like to resume and look and style ofthis sign The newsign
Approximate Date offeature 1930x19401 would be altered slightly to avoid copyright infringement of theJC

Penneys brandThe original sign was located betweenthe awning and

Describe existing featureand its condition the clerestory windows This signwill be reduced in seek se as boot

The sign no longer Is in existence We can only see it through historic Interfere with significant architectural feature The new signwould be

photographs Itappears to have been approximately 4050feet In located betweenthe clerestory windows and the second level windows

length and approximately three feet In height The wording of the sign
wasJC Penney Cowith twoJCPlogos on either side of the

sign

Photono 2155 Drawing no A40

Number AmhOectural fealum Semgd lerel Windows Describework and Impact on existing feature

12 Theewindow must be removed to allowfor new gashing they will be

Approximate Date of feature 1915 repelled and regland with insulatinggamthenminstalled to the south

Describeexisting feature and its condition

These amoriginal wooded windows They em in asimilar style to the

Chicago WmtiowThe two side glazing open tothe Interior The

wood Is weatherwom and painted The transomand center glazing
arefixed

three i nere is sameronmg mecrauungone m age antewmer

Intrusion There areas will be replaced with like material and profiles

HISTORIC PRESERVATION

WailaeeBuilding site JC Pennys CERTIFICATION APPLICATION

Property Name PART 2

3171Ave NW Albany OR 97321

Property Address

NPS Omee Use Only

Project Number

Number Architectural tealum Frieve and Cornice Describework and Impact on existing feature

1J Approximate Date of feature 1915 odein960 We plan to replace the current metal panels with a replicaof the original
futureusingmoremodem materials such as Ertedor IAden Finish

System EIFSfoamorfrberglam reinforced plaster Fromhistoric

Describe exdsling feature and its condition photographs wecan discern the original shapeand carvature ofthese

The original material ofthe Maze and comics hasbeen removed and dements and will be able to closely approximate the form

covered by metal panels

Photo no 9 Drawing no A40

Number Archiledural feature BiersBuilding Name Simare Describework and Impact on existing feature

14 The signage will be replaced to its original location size and verbatim

Approximate Dateof feature 1915

Describeexisting feature and its condition

The signage reading WallaceBuilding 1815 originally located in the

buildings pediment hasbeen removed at an unknown time and not

replaced

Photono 55 Drawing no A40

Number Architectural feature SouthFidePedmmt Describework and impact on existing feature

18 Historicphotographs show that the original pedimentcapwas much

Approxdmale Date offeature 1915 mom pronounced We would like to restore this mompronounced
profile Itbdiffkdt to mywhether this was created by a metal parapet

Describe existing feature and its condition term calla wood orothermaterials We propose that we will restore

The building hasa large brick parapet with a metal cap Atan this menpronounced profile witha metal brake shape due to its extreme
unknown datethe original material of the cap was removed and exposure at the top or the wall The brickpediment shows substantial

replaced with a simplified metal flashing erosion and kale into the interiorof the wall and the building The

pediment will be reinforced with steel bracing

Photo no 9 Drawing no A40

Architectural feature North Elevation Basement Window

Number OoeninasCITY7 Describework and Impact on existing feature

18 Thesewindows will not be restored due to comereeverthe walls

ApproxdmaleDate of feature 1915 structural integrity and potential water intrusion from the alley The

Describeexisting feature and its condition

The original openings have been bricked shut and covered with gray

plaster to camouflage the existence of these openings There are

seven separate openings that share the samecondition We believe

these original windows were bricked overatthe seemtime as the

mezzanine and second level windows were replaced with the existing
hollow metal windows

plaster will ee removeutommwtole eweence orpresnrmgopenings w

be obvlous

Photo no9212544 Drawing no A40 Photo no 18 Drawing no A41



WNlaas Building use JC Pennsys

Property Nixon

317 1e Ave NW AlbsnY OR 97321

ProperlyAddress

HISTORIC PRESERVATION
CERTIFICATION APPLICATION

PART 2

HISTORIC PRESERVATION

Wallace Buildingska JC Pennays CERTIFICATION APPLICATION

NP8 office Use Only Property Neme PART 2

Project Number
3171e Ave NW Albany OR 97321

Property Address

Architectural feature Northwert floorNorth M ndan Describe work and Impact on existing featureIt 116 door will be removed The remalelog opening will be bricked shut

Approximate Dale offeature 101 A source has been looted tofled old bricks to match uclosely u

possible to ouroriginalmaterial Ile existingconcrete main and landing
Describe eAstkg feature and its condition will elmbe removed
This door hasbeen added after the originalconstruction completion In

1015 The profile ofthe aluminum extrusions pro8lo of this exit door

appears to dateto the remodelofthe 1 ge0sThe door has concrete

access stairs with no handrail

Photono 78 Drawing no A41

Architectural feature North Elevation Ground Level Center

Number pivot Wlpdow Describe work and knpacl on existing feature

18 Ilesewindows will be replaced with wood windows which will more

Approximate Dale of feature original 1915 existing 1940 closely match the original windows from the interior Ileexterior of

these wndons will be clad is aluminum which will cloudy resemble the
Describe existing feature and its condition current lookof the elevation with metal windows Ile profiles ofthese
These aresmallclerestory windows for the ground level They are new windows match as cloudy as possible to what 6existing
center pivot hollow metal window with the samefireproof glazing as

the mezzanine and second level windows Hem Number 21 These
windows appear to be from the same1940s remodel Theyshow

signs of water intrusion

Photo no85758 Drawing noA41

Number Architectural feature North Elevation RrarGutter Describe work and Impact on wdsling feature

19 Ile gutters areRashingswill be replaced withnew materials but

Approximate Date of feature 1960 matching in scale and profile to would have been commonfor the em

Describe existing feature and its condition

The gutters dale tothe 1960sremodel TheyareImproperly attached

to the mar elevation someportions amcompletely missing and are

rusting The gutters are in need of replacement

Photo no 8 Drawing no A41

Nmnbar Architectural feature North Timsdon Building Parapet Describe work and Impact on existing feature

20 The brickparapet will bemgrouted repaired and reinforced u

Approximate Date of feature 1960 rY for properrtm radon

Describe existing feature and its condition

The brick parapet is an original feature tothe northelevation It shows

considerste structural deterioration viacracking grout loose bricks
and no support structure

NPe Orion Use Only
ProtectNumber

Architectural feature North Elevation Mezxanieeand

Number Second Level Windows Describework and Impact onexisting feature

21 Approximate Date offeature openings 1915windows Therewindows will be replaced with wood widow which will more

1Os closely match the originalwindow from the InteriorThe exterior of

these windows will beclad In aluminum which will closely resemble the
Describe existing feature and its condition current look of the elevation with metal windowsThe profiles ofthese

These windows areoneoveroneand doublehungThe frames areof newwindows match as ebdy as possible to what I believed to be

welded hollow metal construction TheyarenonInsulated These originaL they will beamcronedoublehungwindows The glazing
windows aregrouted In place within the wall The glazing is sight will beInsulated glass and the windows will beamagain operable
obscuring and reinforced with chicken who The glazing and frames

areall painted in a likely attempt to preventwater intrusion These

windows appear not to be original given their Installation construction

They appear to bethe source of considerable water penetration to the

buildingsInterior

Photono688078 Drawing no A40

r Architectural feature Roof Describework and Impact on existing feature17I Ileroof will be removed to the original wood deck urrace Thereare

Approximate Dale offeature IM considerable areas ofdry rot and deterioration and sections ofthe

existing roof deck Them will berepaired A 5111 sheathing of plywood
Describeexisting feature and its oondition will be applied to the cadrereal to form a structural dlaphrgm A rigid
The existing muting material Is buRup bituminous roofing system foam In single ply membrane roof wens be added to ensure the
which may be original However the leaking ofthis system and the maintainability and integrity ofthe structure

likely Inclusion of asbestos in the building paper constitutes ahazard
to the building and its occupants

Photo no Drawing no A23

Architectural feature Basement Flooring Finish Material Describework and Impact on existing feature1771 J Thereareindications ofpreesundeg VATand a rowing installed in

Date of feature JMApproximale cameareas during the time who the basement was converted from

storage to retail during the 1940sremodel The existing Comm e

Describe existing feature and its condition flooring will be clasped leveled and carpeting will beinstalled isa new

Currently the flooring ofthe basement is concreteslabongrade finish material to servethe AntiqueMar

Photo no 449 Drawing no A23

AmrBedural feature BasementInterior Wall ph
Number Materm Describework and Impact on existing feature

24 We will retain the exposed concrete wag and brick hardl as an example of

Approximate Date of feature IM the original construction materials and techniques

Describeexisting feature and its condition

The current wells areexposed unreinforced concrete with brick infill

between the Joists that bear at the top ofthe foundation walls
Striations in the concrete suggest the original fortswere of a plank
construction

Photono 8 Drawing no AM I Photo no 3 Drawing no
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Architectural feature nascent InteriorColumn Finish

Number Material Describework and Impact on existing feature

26 We will retain the wooden column as anexample of the original
Approximate Dale of feature 9315 construction materials and leclrnique

Describe existing feature and its condl0on

The columns currently arethe exposed 1exlwold growth Douglas Fir

Timbers

Photo no 4 Drawing no

Number Arohitecturel feature Basement Ceillse Finish Materials Describework and Impact on existing feature

28 The original structure will be cleaned and left visible New column

Approximate Date of feature95 elemeab required for stair penetrations and structural reinforcing of

gravity bade will be constructed from like materials and dimensions The

Describe existing feature and its condition
unique tension red girder will be retainedas an ampleofhistoric

The basement ceiling is the exposed flooring structure for the ground construction techniques
level it is a wood tongueandgroove deck on diagonal wood planking
overwood joists These joists me3x13 timbersat 12 Inchesoncomer

The limbers areoil growth Douglas Fir The exposed gkdem contain a

unique structural tensionred detail for eliminating deflectionwithin the

woad girder

Photono 448 48 Drawing no

Architectural feature Basement Electrical System and

Number Lihline Describework and Impact on existing feature

27 Allthe existing electrical wig he removed and replacedby modem code

Approximate Dale offeature 1818 compliant wiring with surfacemounted conduits to be obvious as an

upgradeladdition to the historic ekdrical system
Describe existing feature and its condition

The basement electricalsystem is an unsafe mix of oil knob and tube We will replace existing lightingwith a gridof fluorescents placed within
and othersubstandard wiring The current lighting Is Incandescent and the joist spacing Thiswig reduce avisual impact or the overhead
fluorescent tubes mounted to the surfaceof the joists with chain hung lightingand still optimizefin mociling deanoces

operation toggles

Photono 2 Drawing no

Number Architectural feature Basement HVAC Describework and Impact on existing feature

28 A new I VAC system will be Installed to comply withcurrent energy and

Approximate Date offeature fire safely codes Ductworkwill be minimaland exposed as an obvious

aamrmo

Describe existing feature and its condition

There Is no edsting HVAC system The original was a steam boiler to

radiators which hasbeen removed at an unknown timeNo existing
piping orradiators from the original system is apparent

HISTORIC PRESERVATION
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NPS Omm Use Only
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Nuber Architectural feature Basement Plumbing Describe work and Impact on existing feature27 The toilet room facility will be motored tonoriginal style as is allowed

Approximate Dateof feature unknown by the currentbuilding materials The roomswill be reconfigured to

allowADA acceaa

Describe existing feature and as condition

Basementplumbing consistsof lwo existing toilet rooms and utility
area The fixtures are missing

Photono 63646666 Drawing no 81018201

Arohitectural feature Barmmt Structure underTile

Number Eolrrwav Describe work and Impact on existing feature

30 The structural engineer has designed a system ofreinforcing the existing
Approximate Daleof feature 1940s mmodd floorthat will eliminate the need for these added supports and returnthe

structure to a moreoriginalappears
Describe existing feature and Its condition

Additional shoring hasbeen added at an unknown time under the

entry tile R appears to prevent deflection ofstructural members from

the added bed ofthe secondary landing In the 1940s

Photono 49 Drawing no A231201

Arohitedural feature HasemeatStdrNorthwesttoCround

Number Level Describe work and Impact on existing feature

31 Thesestain will be removed and the original structure will be repaired
Approximate Dale offeature 1960 and replaced with similar materials and Am tothe original design

Describe existing feature and its condition

This stair is at the northwest comerofthe basement floorplan and

accesses the retail space on the ground floorIt is unfinished closed
and unused Thisstair is not original and appearsto have been added

in the 19e0sremodelThe original structure hasbeen compromised
and Is not structurally adequate

Photo no 47 Drawing no AIJ 1201

Number Architectural feature Basement StairtiSouthweettoStreet Describe work and Impact on existing feature

32 This stair will beremoved and the original structure will be repaired and

Approximate Dale offeature JM replaced with similar material and situto the original design

Describe existing feature and its condition

This stair is at the southwest comer ofthe basement floorplan and
accesses the sidewalk on the south facrade It is unfinished closed
and unusedThis stairis not original and appears to have been added

In the 19e0sremodel This stair was likely added as emergency

egress from the basement level retail space The original structure has

been compromised and in not structurally adequate

Photono 62 Drawing no 13101 Photo no 46 Drawing no AIA H2o1
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Architectural feature Basement Stair North wallto

Nrarlbar Ground Ievd Describe work and impact onexisting feature

17 7111wig be the location of the new fire sW r as6required by the code

Approximate Dale of feature 1940sremodel The newfire stairwill be placed along the interior ofthe Borth walL It

will follow the torrent locationof the gmaad level access from the
Describe existing mature and is condition basement This stair mast be uninterrupted from the basement to the
This stairwas added In the 19405and is constructed ofwood Itdoes second level and accessible from ail level The fire stairwin alt from the
not meet currentcodes regarding fire and life safety orADA

ground level logo the alley The new stair will meet all fin and liresafety
code requirementsItwill be a sledstair with concrete filland a two
hour brick mameryfire endostre of a 4x12 brickmodulem to be an

obvious addition

Photo no 61 Drawing no A270201

Architectural feature Basement Petition Walls for

Number VendaI Describe work and impact on existing feature
t Partition walls will be added to the basement level uvendor stall

Approximale Dale of mature New Coodmctioo separad Thesewill be moveable wags nod stop short of the ceiling

Describe existing feature and its condition

Retail nonbearing partition walls ter display ofitems and separation of

vendors

Photono Drawing no A23

Number Archgectuml feature Basement Ekvamr mrtagatlon Describe work and impact on existing feature

76 A amelevatorwill be placed oarthe meaanine as Indicated io the

Approximate Dale offeature New Construction drawings Itwig much from the basement to the top Door and will

provide ADA asmusto the building Itis placed near the oneuaolm to

Describe existing feature and Is condition reduce the effect ofthe clerestory space ofthe building Itwill be

An elevator which will provide ADA access to all levels ofthe building rundractcd ofbrick masonryfire enclosure ofa 4x12 brick module an to

be an obvious addition

Photo no Drawing no A23

Number Architectural mature Basement Seismic Suppart Single Describe work and Impact on existing feature

78 Simcarral Seismic upgrades will be visible and obviousaddidoos

Approximate Date of feature New Constructioe Strodual members at the exteriorunreinforced concrete foundation

anal brickparty nailx Stnrclualmemorysearwow ens snort comasas

Describe existing feature and its condition required by code will be added The material will bestructural brickof
Additional seismicsupport along the east and west walls 412model m to dndy distinguish it as a modern brick material
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Architectural feature GroundLdFluorine Finish
r Natldd Describe work and Impact onexisting feature1771I ApproximateDate of feaure 1915 fir boards 1940 Itis ourIntention to removethe existingcarpeting and more recent

mmndeled th material and attempt toredom the VATtilt Whereerosionof this

flooring material is damaged beyond restoration wewill attempt to

Describe existing feature and as condition removeit and mugore the original fir floors Should this not be potable
The flooring consists ofa carpel overa VAT Tie overTG fir we wig refer new materials that would be common to the damof original
planking overdiagonally planked subflooring construction Le amokillorhardwoods

Photo no 173659 Drawing no A20

Number Amhileduralfeature Ground Levd WillFinish Material Describe work and impact on existing mature

78 Damage will be repaired Rod the wags will be restored to original plaster
Approximate Dale offeature 1M Bush

Describeexisting feature and its condition

The original walls are brick covered In plaster

Photono 17 Drawing no

Number Architectural feature Ground Levd Column Finish Material Describe work and Impact on existing feature

78 Damage will be repaired and the wags will be restored to original plaster
Approximate Date offeature 1pj1 finish The columns seen m historic photograph had wood trimand

wunmgog approximately eight feet in height with wall mounted light
Describe existing feature and is condition fi tam aennce lighdog atapproximately Its far to height We propose to
The original columns arewood timberscovered by plaster matom these elomenmas indicated to the photo

Photo no 17 Drawing no

Num6ar Architectural feature Ground cod glen Finish Material Describework and Impact onexisting mature

40 The original Debtsof the cdfings and girders will becentered with

AppfmdmateDate of feature 1413 plaster and paint The decorativemolding will be keptand preserved as a

Describeexisting feature and its condition

The ceiling displays exposed timber girders that amcased in plaster
and in the comer is a decorativeplaster molding The telling and

girders arefinished in the sane style as the walls with plaster and

paint Them ammuitiple instances ofwater damage showing paint
peeling and plaster spellingThem arefans suspended from the

ceiling that were added in the 1840sremodel

mgmnexat puce m ammmcmM aerasL Lee IncasMooornerwater

damage will be repaired as needed

The 19407carceiling fans will be removed and replaced withailing
runsof a mom appropriate vintage to the 19205These fans will Allow

the building to be constructed with lessBVAC ductwork

Photo no Drawing no A2J Photo no 174256 Drawing no
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Number Architectural feature Ground Level L3ehtine Describe work and Impact on existing feature

41 We will removethe erirtivig lighting and replace with pendant mounted

Approximate Dale offeature 1915 rrstrrrothat will closely match the historicfixtures as once in photo 017

This is in addition to the light mentioned initem Number 39
Describe existing feature and its condition

The current lighting is surfacemounted fluorescentstrips circa 1960

Photono 17 Drawing no

Number Architectural feature Ground HVAC Describework and Impact on existing feature

41 The original structure will be repaired restated and replaced as

Approximate Date of feature 19001990 necessary A new HVAC system will be installed to comply with current

energy and lifesafety cods Ductwork will be atminimal as possible and
Describe existing feature and its condition exposed an to be anobvious addition

The currentHVAC canesthrough registers In the ceiling ofthe ground
floor

Photono Drawing no A20

Number Architectural feature Ground Level Plumbic Describe work and Impact on existing feature
43 The new toilet facilities will beInstalled to be ADA compliant but

Approximate Date of feature unknown constructed is a mannerthat will anclosely as possible approximate the

originalappuronce ofthese facilities
Describe existing feature and its condition

There is one existing toilet on this level it has been remodeled and Is

relatively new

Photo no 707171 Drawing no A20 B202

Number Architectural feature Entrance Stmcoure Describework and Impact on existing feature

44 Wepropose torestore this wood fumewith parapet We will mainW n

Appmximala Date offeature IM the original window display on each sideof the entry door The entry
door writ ae mammato cenlereeaxes singlecarry

Describe existing feature and Its condition

Them is an existing entry structure that provides the underlay for the

1840saIteration ofthe two front display cases and the two sets of

entry doors

NPS ONlee Use Only

ProjectNumbac

Number Architectural feature rosilo Level North Wr Describe work and impact onexisting feature

48 T3is I the ramstair as mentioned in item Number31 Plisse refer to

Approximate Dateof feature 1960 item Number 49

Describeexisting feature and 9s condition

This is the samestair as mentioned in gem Number 31 Please refer to

gem Number 49

Photono Drawing no A20

Architectural feature Ground Lesion McvAmhte AcmeSti Describe work and impact on existing feature

It This stairb not original and will be removed in order to mnarethe

Approximate Daleof feature 1960 original appunnce ofthe marrdwe

Describewdslirg feature and its condition

This is anLshaped stair along the west wag It is likely it wasadded

during the 1960sremodelThe original structure hasbeen

compromised and is not structurally adequate

Photo no 4s Drawing no A30B10Z B201

Nrlmber Architectural feature Ground feudBasement Accem aces Describe work and Impact on existing feature

47 The location ofthe newstair will be within proximity to the original
Appmxdmale Date offeature New Coastmctton locationof the basement access stair

Describe existing feature and No condition

A newstair most be added within the lobby space ofthe building for

public access to the basement

Photo no Drawing no A20

Architectural feature Cromd laudIn6hv to Mezzanine

Number Access new Describe work and Impact on existing feature

48 The location of the newstair will be within preciosity to the original
Approximate Date offeature New Couztmction grand daimaxe Materials salvaged truss stair in item Number 111

I
tie used as onmpsates carmedaunting and conssmcnen ofrnrsessarrs

Describe existing feature and its condition

A new stairwill be added to access the mezzanine

Photo no 9 Drawing no A20B202 Photo no Drawing no A20
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Number Architectural feature Grounddfistair scam Describe work and Impact on existing feature

48 This will be the location ofthe newfleestair se I required by the code

Approximate Date offeature New Constnetion The newfire stairwill be placed along the Interiorof the north well It

will follow the current location ofthe ground level samefrom the
Describe existing feature and its condition basement This stairatbeuntoterrupted from the basement to the
This is the stair mentioned In hemNumber 32 second tendand aaesibk from all levels The fire stair will exit from the

ground level intothe alley The newstair will mat all fire and lifesafety
code requirementsItwill be a steel rtatr with concrete fig and a two

hour brick memoryOre enclosure of a 402 brickmodule so to be an

obvious addition

Photo no Drawing no A20 8202

Architectural feature CoundLevel Nonhearbor Interior
Number Wallu Describework and Impact on existing feature

60 Allnonbearingconoriglaslwailswill be removed and existing plaster
Approximate Date offeature 32k4 f Wshe will be restored to the original walls

Describeexisting feature and its condition

Therearea variety ofexisting nonbearing partitions that areused for

the Antique Mall and some separation for stockroompurposes These

wails are ofrelatively recent construction A few dateto the 1980s

remodel Some was surrounding the existing toilels may be of earlier

construction

Photono Drawing no A20

Archhectural feature Ground Lendnonlteariat Interior

Number Wag am Describe work and Impact on existing feature

61 Wails will be addedto separatetwo individual tenant spaces and the

Approximate Dale offeature New Construction centerentry lobby Theewas will not be full height and will bebuilt

only to allownearby and definition of space an that the affectwill be
Describeexisting feature and its condition similar tothe counters cadcabinetry nos in photo 017
To define two tenant spaces and a lobby new partitiontypewalls

must be constructed

Photono Drawing no A20

Architectural feature Seismic Stroetonl gnhascemeots to

Number Ground 6ygl Describe work and Impact on existing feature

62 StructuralSeismic upgrade will be visibleand obvious additions They
Approximate Date of feature New Constroetioe consist ofstructure reinforcing members at the exteriorunreinforced

concrele foundation wails and se ofsmalla rattaral memory mev

Describeexisting feature and its condition walls and shaft wails required by fire code The material will be

Additional seismicsupport along the east and west walls structural brickof4x12 modules mto clearly distinguish it as a modern

brick sot d t
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Architectural feature Mrnaeise Finished Flooring

Number Materials Describework and Impact on etdstkp feature

8J Approximate Date offeature original 1913fir boards The memaaine does not appear to have the VATesuas seen in the

curnsit unknown ground floorItI err intention to removeallsonarigisal flooringand

restore the firTGdeck This is contingent uponthe bWty W remove

Describe existing feature and its condition mbsequenl flooring material withoutdestruction of the underlying fir

The flooring consists ofa carpet overa TSG fir planking over floorIfit is not possibleto restore the original floors wepropose new

diagonally planked subflooring The current flooring is reddish flooring materials that cloudy resemble material availableat the timeor

colored carpeting mextraction

Photono 39 45 Drawing no A21

Number Architectural feature MeuaaiseWallFinish Meterisi Describework and impact on existing feature

64 The walls will be finished Is plaster and a fisalcoat of paint
Approximate Dela of feature 14J

Describeexisting feature and its condition

Most ofthe wailsamplaster and finished in paint Thereammultiple
instances of blistered cracked and peeling plaster from water

damage

Photono 39 76 Drawing no A21

Number Architectural feature Meraasim Column Finish Materials Describework and impact on existing feature

66 Inamage will be repaired and the was will be teetered tooriginal plaster
Approximate Dale of feature 1913 finish

Describeexisting feature and its condition

The columns arewood timbers finished in piaster

Photo no 39 Drawing no

Architectural feature Maaine riling R nishedMateria s Describework antlImpact on existing feature17fid The callings and girders will be finished with palter and paint The

Approximate Dateof feature JW decorativemolding will be kept and preserved as sigrilkast pine

Describe existing feature and Is condition

The ceiling displays girders In the comer ofthe gindem is a decomtivw

piaster molding These girders span the entire depth of the building
The ceiling and girders arefinished inthe somestyle as the walls with

plaster and paint There aremultiple Instancesof waterdamage
showing paint peeling and plaster spalling Them amfans suspended
from the ceiling

architectural detail The cracks and otherwaterdamage will be repaired
a nceded

Photo no Drawing no A28 Photo no1138414268 Drawing no
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Number Architectural feature MMems Describe work and Impact on existing feature

67 We will removethe existinglighting sad replace with pendant mounted

Approximate Dateof feature JIM fixtures that will closely match the historic fixturesn seen In photo a17

This In In addition to the lights mentioned I item Number4l
Describe existing feature and its condition

The current lighting are surface mounted fluorescent strips circa 1980

Photo no 39 Drawing no

Number Architecture feature Mezzanine 11VAC Describework and Impact on existing feature

69 The original structure will be repaired entered and mplamd se

Approximate Date offeature 10 neeeuary A newHVAC system will be installed to complywith current

energy and lifeasfetycodes Ductworkwill remain minimal and exposed
Describeexisting feature and its condition an to be anobvious addition
The current HVAC needs ofthe mezzanine levelaremet with the

system servicing the ground level

Photono Drawing no A21

Number Architectural feature Mezzanine Plumbing Describework and impacton existing feature

69 The toilN nomfacility will be restored to original cenditions an in

Approximate Date offeature unknown allowed by thearent building materials and current rode

Describeexisting feature and its condition

Mezzanine plumbing consistsof two existing toilet roomsand utility
area The fixtures aremissing

Photo no 7374 Drawing no A21B203

Number Architectural feature Meamdoe Stair wood level access Describework and impact on existing featureIt A this stair is notin an originallocation and interferes with the fire stair

Approximate Dale offeature IM mentioned I item Number31 it will be fully rovedand used for

Describeexisting feature and Its condition

The stair In this location Is made oforiginal materials salvaged from

the originet grand staircase This corresponds to the fine stair

discussed In Rom Number 31

This stalr wasadded in the 1940s and is constructed ofwood Itdoes

not meet current codes regarding fire and Ills safety orADA

Photo no 79 Drawing no A218103 B203

mrsix s ornewweooen nears orxgmmmarcnauwm oc rasam me

newreplica word minas is possible

Illswill be the location ofthe new rim stair as is required by the cede

The new fire stair will be placed along the interior ofthe northwall It

will follow the anenttomtionof the ground levelaccessfrom the

ba e LThisstair most be uninlerrapled from the basement to the

second level and accessible from all levels Tie nrealalr will exit from the

ground level intothe alley The new stair will meet all fire and lifesafety
code requirements It will be a led stair with concrete filland a two

hour brickmasonry rim enclosure ofa 4x12 brick module so to be an

obvious addition
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Number Architectural feature Secondary landine Stair Describe work and Impact on existing feature

Bt This additional dement is not original to the deign of the building and

Approximate Data offeature JM will be removed

Describe existing feature and its condition

This Is an extremely narrow stair along the south wall Itdoes not meet

ADA requirements This stair is not original to the design

Photono 00 Drawing no A20B202

Number Architectural feature Secondary Iandloemathwall Describe work and Impact on existing feature
fit ThisI nonariginal to the building and will be removed The dud load

Approximate Date offeature 1960s remodel ofthis nenoriginal structure adds weight and dress tothe ground floor

haring structurethus musing the need for added supports seenin the
Describe existing feature and its condition basement
This secondary landing was likely added during the 1980 remodelas it

Is not apparent in photo 056 It is a narrow catwalk that shows

considerable water damage from the exterior windows at that

clerestory level and from the second level

Photo no 16 19 4067 Drawing no A21A30B203

Architectural feature Mmzaninc IclPaniNon Wdls
NumWr existing Describe work and Impact on existing feature

83 The nonoriginalnonbearing wallswill be removed and existing plaster
Approximate Date offeature 10 finishes will be remored to the original walls

Describe existing feature and its condition

Thereerea variety of existingnonbearing partitions that areused for

the AntiqueMall and someseparation forstockroom purposes These

walls areofrelatively recentconstruction A fewdateto the 1980s

remodel Some walls surrounding the existing toiletsmay be ofearlier

construction

Photono Drawing no 9203

Number Architectural feature Mezzanine levelParlition Wags new Describe work and Impact on existing feature

84 New postilion walls separating the two liable tenant spaces atbe

Approximate Date offeature New Connnctioo added

Describe existing feature and Its condition

A newfire corridor must be added for egress and separation of tenant

spaces

Photono 9 Drawing no A21
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Number Amhitechmal feature Second Level Floods Finish Material Describe work and Impact on existing feature

68 The fir boards will be kept repaired rdieished and preserved
Approximate Daleof feature 2413

Describe existing feature and its condition

The flooring is exposed 14 BrTGplanking It Is likely that this is the

original material

Photono 2628 Drawing no

Number Architectural feature Second Levd Column Finish Maleriil Describe workand Impact on existing feature

88 The columns will be reMlshcd In gypsumboard speckled to resemble

Approximate Date offeature IM onsal plaster

Describeexisting feature and its condition

The columns arethe exposed wooden structure

Photo no 26 Drawing no

Number Architectural feature Second Level a Nee Finish Material Describe work and impact on existing feature

87 We pmposeto restoresthe acing with gypsum board and texturedto

Approximate Data of feature 1915 assemble the original plaster fmlah

Describeexisting feature and its condition

The calling shows exposed rollers and roofing structure

Photo no 2643 Drawing no A41

Number Architectural feature Second Level Lfghdne Describe work and Impact on existing feature

68 We wWremoved existingcdfieg fighting and replace with modem

ApproximateDate of feature 101s pendant connoted fixtures that resemble historic fixWmaand and

Describeexisting feature and its condition

The current lighting is exposed suspended fluorescent bulbs circa

1980

conmat code regnlatma and safety rellimme rntr
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Number Architectural feature Second Izvsl BVAC Describework and Impact on existing feature

89 The existing ductwork will be removed A new BVAC yehm will be

Approximate Date offeature 1960 installed within the structure ofthe celliog and as unobtrusively ar

possible The amsystem will comply with all code requirements
Describeexisting feature and its condition

There is no HVAC supporting the second level Rather the second

level supports the HVAC system The HVAC ductwork Invadesthe

second level and penetratesthrough the floor in four separate places
The supply and exhaust projects through one ofthe historic skylights
as well

Photono 2627 Drawing no

Arohitectual feature Second Level Plumblae1 Describework and Impact on exists gfeature17171 The toilet roomfacility will be restored to original condidons as is

Approximate Dale of feature unknown tiowedby the arrant buildingmaterials and current code

Describeexisting feature and its condition

The toilet facilities for the second level have been removed There are

only piping remnants remaining

Photo no 7677 Drawing no A22B204

ImrumArchitectural feature Atrium SoaceN Describework and impact on existing feature

A portion of this atrium bay will be restored toallowthe skylight above

Approximate Dateof feature 2223 to provide daylightto the level belew and to restore were ofthe original
grandeur inherentinthe original 1920semphoto 817

Describeexisting feature and its condition

An atrium once existed that was two boys long and one bay wide This

atrium has newbeen covered overwith plywood sheathing and a

sistered floorstructure The substmcture to this additional flooring Is

unknown and subject to concern

Photo no 172a Drawing no

Number Architectural feature Skylights OTY 2 Describework and Impact on existing feature

72 A skylight will berestatedusing the existingstructure as a baseThe

Approximate Date offeature 222II skylightwill beconstructed of a metal system that will hein a style and

Describeexisting feature and its condition

The skylights have been removed Only the structuralgaming
remains

fables to closely resemble the ancient installation

Photo no 26 Dmwing no I Photo no 1727JO Drawing no A2aBloc



PRESERVATION

Wallace Building akaJC Pennys CERTIFICATION APPLICATION

PropertyName PART 2 NP8 Office Use Only

Prgecl Number

317 ie Ave NW Albany OR 97321

Property Add

Number Architectural feature Second LevelPartitions new Describe work and impact on existing feature

73 New partition walls separating available tenant spaces must be added

Approximate Date of feature New Conrtnction

Describe existing feature and 2s condition
Within the newtenant spaces newnonbearing wells will be added for

functionality and code compliance A newfire corridor must be added

for egress and separation oftenant spaces

Photo no Drawing noA23

Number Architecture feature Describe work and impact on existing feature

74

Approximate Date of feature

Describe existing feature and its condition

Photono Drawing no

Number Architectural feature Describe work and impact on existing feature

75

Approximate Date offeature

Describe existing feature and its condition

Photo no Drawing no

Number Architecture feature Describework and impact on existing feature

78

Approximate Date of feature

Describe existing feature and its condition

Photo no Drawing no



New Construction in Historic Districts Neighborhoods

Designing compatible new construction is critical to maintaining the overall character ofa historic district

Albanyshistoric residential neighborhoods developed over many decades and contain houses of many different

styles shapes and sizes Because of this there is no single blueprint for a new house that will be compatible with any

given historic neighborhood However the design of a new building is critical to maintaining the character of a

historic district

WHAT MAKES A NEWBUILDING COMPATIBLE

A new building should contribute to that character by respecting the location design materials and other character

defining features of historic buildings in the neighborhood This doesntmean building a replica of the house across

the street or a house that tries to create a false historic appearance So the first step in designing a new building that

works is to look for patterns in the existing buildings in the vicinity of the site Compatibility can be achieved

through careful attention to the following aspects ofa building

orientation rhythm of window

setbacks door openings
scale and mass materials

proportions decorative finish details

height foundations

roof shape garage location

porches

See the Albanys ArchitecturalStyles brochure for house style ideas

ORIENTATION SETBACKS BUILDING PLACEMENT

Orient the front ofthe house and the door to the street and clearly identify the front entrance

Front and side yard setbacks should be consistent with those of adjacent houses on the block to maintain

the rhythm of buildings and open space on the street If setbacks vary a new building should be located

within the range of the average setback

Compatible

aam0
Not Compatible

onun

Three compatible new houses

A block in the Monteith District



New Construction in Historic Districts Neighborhoods

lVew construction should be compatible to others on the block inscale proportion height spacing
foundation heights floorto ceiling heights and roofforms

SCALE PROPORTION

Scale is the relative orapparent size of a building in relation to its neighbors
Scale is also the apparent size ofbuilding elements such as windows doors cornices and other features to

each other and to the building

Proportion is the relationship of the dimensions of building elements such as the height to width

dimension of windows doors and other building elements their sizing to each other and to the facade of

the building

BUILDING HEIGHT MASSING

Height includes foundation walls porch roofs and main roofs Albanys buildings range from one to two

stories tall

Step a larger building down in height as it approaches smaller adjacent buildings
A buildingsmassing is the arrangement of its volumes whether symmetrical or asymmetrical in a central

blockLshaped or arranged in wings New buildings should appear similar in massing and scale to that of

other structures in the neighborhood
The mass of larger buildings can be broken into smaller modules that are similar in size to those seen

historically

Compatible Not Compatible
Scale New buildings should relate in scale and Avoid buildings that are too large or too small in

Proportion proportion to adjacent historic buildings scale or massing to adjacent buildings

Height Construct buildings to the average height of Avoid construction that greatly varies in height
surrounding buildings from buildings in the sameblock

Mass Break up boxlike forms into smaller varied Avoid single monolithic forms that are not relived

massescommon on most historic buildings by variations in mass

C I Tn s i Y i
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New Construction in Historic Districts Neighborhoods

ROOF FORM

Gable

Hipped

The roofshape ofanew building should respect the roofshape orientation andpitch of

roofs on neighboring houses

Roof shapes patterns and colors are important to the character of buildings both individually and

as they are repeated along a streetscape

Albanysresidential roofs are mostly traditional gables and hipped roofs with a few mansard

and gambrel roofs

Gable primary roofs should have a pitch of 812 or greater and at least 612 for Bungalow
styles

Pitch the ratio ofvertical inches to

horizontal inches An 1212pitch refers

to 12inches ofrise to 12inchesof

horizontal span

12 in

12in

A steeplypitchedfmntgable roof on a Gothic Revival house demolished on 71h Avenue SE

RHYTHM

The relationship ofwidth to height ofwindows and doors and the rhythm ofopenings shouldbe

consistent with the dominantpattern set by surrounding buildings

Rh h is the spacing and repetition of elements on the front of the building and fronts along a street It

can be thought of the music made by the building
The location of porches windows and door openings affects the rhythm of a building
Craftsman Bungalow and Midcentury architectural styles emphasize horizontality
Victorian styles Italianates and Queen Annes typically emphasize verticality



New Construction in Historic Districts Neighborhoods

PORCHES

Porches on new buildings should be ofmaterials acidproportions consistent with the neighborhood

Porch roof styles include gable hipped or shed design and occasionally a flat roof

Porches cover the entrance and usually extend partially or fully across the main facade

Porch columns and railings should be simple in design in square or round shapes Porch railings should

have balusters that areno more than two inches square or in diameter

Columns should be a minimum of six inches and a maximum of ten inches square or in diameter

Bungalows frequently featured boxedinporch railings though historic railings were not as high as the

building code currently requires
A porch may not be appropriate on new buildings in neighborhoods developed after 1935 that did not

feature them originally

WINDOWS DOORS

Make the size andspacing ofwindow and door openings similar and use similar styles
materials andpanepatterns

Historic architecture displays a thoughtful use of natural lighting often with numerous and wellplaced
arrangements of windows See the AlbanysArchitectural Styles brochure for more what window designs are appropriate for
different architectural styles

DRAWINGS OF WINDOWSTYLESHERE

Windows

New windows should be rectangular sash whose proportions on the main facade should not be any less

than two to one inheighttowidth ratio

For neighborhoods developed prior to the 1940s windows were generally vertical doublehung wood

frame windows When placed in pairs or in groups of three as on many Craftsman houses these create a

horizontal impression
No horizontal sash casement or awningtype windows should be placed on the fronts of buildings
The use of plastic or snapinmuntins window pane dividers is notpermitted

Compatible Not Compatible

3 c

Igl SigJ 71
s

4

Stick work simple columns and balusters Tapered columns andpaired windows

724 Broadalbin Street SW 431 VAvenue SW

Recessed entry 1929 English Cottage
66Avenue SW



New Construction in Historic Districts Neighborhoods

Doors

Compatible
TFICAL HISTORIC0CpSrYLirS

aa g FI
Rusty can draw outown here

I TAlIAtJATF TVF OF7HFCeKTtP 04C

Not Compatible

ECDI I III
The panel door was found on early homes Federal style because glass was expensive and on Colonial Revival homes that use glass
sidelights and transomsfor light

EXTERIOR MATERIALS FINISHES

Materials and finishes used on new buildings should be consistent with thepredominantmaterials

used on otherhouses in a neighborhood

The size texture surface finish and other defining characteristics of exterior materials areas important as the type of

material itself Use details that are compatible to your neighborhood and the style of building you are planning to

build

In Albanys historic neighborhoods the predominant material is wooden clapboard or shiplap siding with a

width of four to six inches although some housing from the 1920s and 1930s feature brick or stucco

exterior walls

Infill development should not mimic architectural ornament such as gingerbread or ornate brackets from

surrounding buildings Architectural elements that would be consistent with surrounding buildings include

eave details such as whether rafter tails are exposed or boxedin the use of a verge board shingle moldings
and wide window surrounds

Many historic houses have a drip edge and water table that help to visually anchor the wall to the

foundation

Using similar wall materials and paint colors

Using moldings and other decorative details that are generally similar but somewhat simplified or otherwise

distinguishable from the originals
Fabricated wood siding such as T111 along with exposed concrete block aluminum and vinyl are not

recommended



New Construction in Historic Districts Neighborhoods

FOUNDATIONS

Foundation material and the height of the exposed area between the ground and the bottom of the walls should be

consistent with other historic buildings in a neighborhood Poured concrete and concrete block covered with stucco

are generally appropriate Exposure of one to three feet is generally consistent with most historical housing types in

Albany

GRAPHIC HERE

GARAGE AND OUTBUILDING LOCATION SIDEWALKS AND DRIVEWAYS

Garages and outbuildings shouldreflect the character of the house and other accessorybuildibgs
in the neighborhood

Garages should not beplaced on primary facades in historic areas

Outbuildings should be located behind the house

Sidewalks should be separated from the driveway and connect directly to the sidewalk and not to the

driveway
Garage doors should be consistent with the historic character of the neighborhood Flat and raised panel
roll up doors with no windows arenot appropriate

See the brochure on Garages and Outbuildings for more information ongarage styles

Compatible

GRAPHIC HERE

SOLAR PANELS OTHER UTILITY SYSTEMS NEEDED

Solar panels skylights satellite dishes and other external utility systems on infill development in historic

neighborhoods should be installed to the rear or side of a building where they will not be visible from the

street

GRAPHICS HERE

OTHER

UICommunity DevelopmentWIanningUlistoricWesignguidelinesWew Construction albany doc
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Not Compatible
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Standards for Alterations Maintenance and Rehabilitation

Purpose of Preservation Standards

The purpose of these standards and of historic review is to encourage the

preservation of characteristics that caused these resources to be listed on

the National Register ofHistoric Places andor on AlbanysLocal Historic

Inventory

In 1985 the City ofAlbany adopted its preservation ordinance It requires
all buildings built before 1946 in the National Register Historic Districts

and those included on the Citys official Local Historic Inventory to get
historic approval for

all exterior alterations

Allbuildings within the

NationalRegister Historic

Districts are on the National

Register and are also on

Albanys LocalHistoric

Inventory

demolitions or building relocation
and new construction over 100 square feet is required for all properties in the historic districts

The development of this series of preservation standards brochures is the result of recognition by the Albany
Landmarks Advisory Commission that Albany needed a document to help homeowners and developers better

understand the special character of the Cityshistoric structures and incorporate that understanding into designs for

rehabilitation work and alterations additions and new construction Exterior alterations can unintentionally alter or

destroy a buildingsdistinctive architectural features Similarly new construction in an old neighborhood that doesnt

recognize the existing patterns of the neighborhood and gradually begins to erode the sense of place that is part of

that neighborhood This is not a matter of cheap versus expensive construction but rather thoughtful design that

recognizes context

Objectives of the Standards

Enhance the visual character of the districts by constructing harmonious designs that reflect and support
the character and style ofbuildings during the historic period

Protect property values wayof life owners and community investment in the National Register historic

districts and in Central Albany

These Standards are intended to

help individual property owners choose an appropriate approach to issues that arise when working on

historic buildings and when developing in a historic district

provide property owners designers contractors and developers a similar set of standards to allow for

predictable planning and timely construction

provide the Landmarks Advisory Commission LAC and City staff with uniform standards and a

framework on which to base design review decisions

Recommendations found in these documents should notreplace professional advice that

may be needed from engineers or architects Many large projects like additions or infrll

construction are subject to specific building code requirements for fire and life safety
Community Development Department staffboth the Planning and Building Divisions is

located on the second floor ofCity Hall 333 Broadalbin Street SW Staff is available to

answer speck questions related to building and land userequirements

Page 2



Standards for Alterations Maintenance and Rehabilitation

THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIORSSTANDARDS FOR REHABILITATION

Federal Standards Developed in the 1970s Based on accepted principles and practices the National

Park Service created The Secretary of the InteriorsStandards the Rehabilitation of Historic

Properties to serve as NATIONAL STANDARDS for rehabilitation work on any historic property The

Secretarys Standards serve as review criteria in Albanys preservation ordinance in the Albany
Development Code The ten standards are interpreted below

L A property will be used as it was historically or begiven a new use that requires minimal change to its

distinctive materials features spaces and spatial relationships

When a house remains in residential use this is less ofan issue though modern residential needs are quite different

from those of say the 1920s Kitchens and bathrooms are commonly updated and sometimes expanded resulting
in the removal ofwalls and door openings The key point to remember is to avoid the loss of character defining
features and significant historic spaces as you plan for future rehabilitation

2 The historic character ofa property shall be retained andpreserved The removalofdistinctive materials

or alterations offeatures spaces and spatial relationships that characterize a propertyshall be avoided

The first step in evaluating your historic property is identifying its distinctive materials features and spaces
Evaluate the condition of existing historic materials to decide whether materials will be repaired maintained or

replaced This willhelp you understand what is important to preserve as you prepare your plans for future repairs
maintenance or alterations Preserve the functional and decorative features that define the character of the building
such as historic windows doors columns balustrades stairs and porches Also consider the relationship of the

house and outbuildings to paths sidewalks and significant historic landscaping

3 Eachproperty shall be recognized as a physical record ofits time place and use Changes that create a

false sense ofhistorical development such as adding conjectural features or elements from otherhistoric

properties shallnot be undertaken

Another important element ofunderstanding and protecting the historic character of your house is learning its date

of construction its architectural style and the stylistic features that are characteristic of that style Keep this

information in mind when making decisions about replacing missing elements or adding to the house Ifyou own a

Bungalow Colonial Revival details like fanlights and sidelights at doorways are not appropriate for your house

Similarly avoid installing gingerbread or fancy cut out work to your porch or gable unless you have a Gothic

Revival or Queen Anne style house and you know these features existed originally See the AlbanysArchitectural

Styles brochure for descriptions ofhistoric styles

4 Changes to a property that have acquired historic

significance in their own right will be retained and

preserved
A house constructed in the 1870s may have been altered at

some point in time Most common is the updating of

kitchens and bathrooms but many houses have had

exterior alterations as well A porch in Oregon could need

major repairs or even replacement in twentyfive years if it

has not been well maintained Some such alterations may

now be historically significant themselves For example if

you have a Gothic Revival house that was remodeled in

1918 to give it a Craftsman look you should retain the

historic alterations

Page 3
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Standards for Alterations Maintenance and Rehabilitation

5 Distinctive materials features Knishes and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that

characterize a property shall bepreserved

Every historic building contains materials and finishes that are unique to its style and

period of construction This might be the tongue and groove board floor of a Bungalow
porch or the octagonal window of a Minimal Traditional style house Historic houses in

Albany are typically constructed ofwood so board siding and wood dividedlightwindows

are examples ofconstruction techniques and craftsmanship that should be preserved

Fan light in a pedimented gable
6 Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than replaced Where the severity ofdeterioration

requires replacement ofa distinctive feature the new material shallmatch the old in design color texture

and where possible materials Replacement ofmissing features shall be substantiated by documentary
andphysical evidence

Historic images ofyour house will help you identify if the house has been altered and is missing a distinctive feature

like a bay window or eave brackets You may also be able to find clues on the building itself such as paint shadows

nail holes or patching in the siding suggesting that a historic feature has been removed The Albany Regional
Museum Albany Community Development Department and previous owners are good sources for historic

photographs When you replace missing or heavily deteriorated features use materials of the same size and shape as

the originals

7 Chemical orphysical treatments ifappropriate shall be undertaken using the gentlest means possible
Treatments that cause damage to historic materials shall notbe used

Pressure washing with water at a low pressure can be an effective method to clean a historic house and prepare it for

painting Avoid pressure washing at a high pressure because it can damage historic materials or force water into the

interior cavities of a house particularly around windows Never sand blast historic building materials to remove

paint This willresult in pitting and texturing of the materials particularly wood and brick

8 Archeological resources shall beprotected and preserved in place Ifsuch resourcesmust be disturbed
mitigation measures shall be undertaken

Archeological resources include Native American artifacts as well as artifacts from Asian settlements in Albany that

are more than 100 years old You might find evidence of an outbuilding foundation a medicine bottle or a past
burn barrel on your property It is important to recognize and document with photographs and drawings such

discoveries While pieces ofbroken glass metal crockery or old marbles areexciting to discover these aregenerally
not considered significant archeological resources

9 New additions exterior alterations or related new construction shall not destroy historic materials

features and spatial relationships that characterize the property The new workshall be differentiated from

the old and shall be compatible with the historic materials features size scale and proportion and

massing to protect the integrity oftheproperty and its environment

Additions to historic properties require special consideration for how the addition will complement the historic

building the site and neighborhood in which it is constructed Contemporary style additions are sometimes used

effectively with large commercial or institutional projects but are used less often with residential projects
Residential additions should differentiate themselves from the historic building while being compatible in terms of

mass materials color and relationship of solids to voids Typically a new addition should be placed on a rear or

side elevation to limit the visual impact from the street The size and scale ofnew additions should harmonize with

the historic building See the section on Additions and also the New Construction brochure

10 New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in such a manner that if

removed in the future the essential form and integrity ofthe historic property and its environment would

be unimpaired

Page 4



Standards for Alterations Maintenance and Rehabilitation

An addition should be designed so that it will become a significant part of the buildings history over time which

means using quality design and materials A new addition respects the historic building to which it is attached and

does not obscure damage or destroy characterdefining details like a bay window or brackets in the eaves Keep in

mind the idea that if the addition is removed in the future it should be possible to rehabilitate the building to its

original form See the section on Additions and also the New Construction brochure

IL tFy

N r

4

WILL ADD INFO HERE

SUMMARY OF STANDARDS FOR REHABILITATING YOUR BUILDING

The Secretary of InteriorsStandards for Rehabilitation can be summarized into the following standards that are

critical to maintaining the integrity and original character and unique features ofAlbanyshistoric buildings

1 Retain historic materials distinctive features and historic finishes

2 Retain all significant features existing from the period of significance for the resource

3 Repair rather than replace materials and features

4 Restore or reconstruct historic features only when supported by physical or pictorial evidence

Page 5



Standards for Alterations Maintenance and Rehabilitation

PORCHES AND STAIRS

Avoid removing orreplacing original porch elements and decorative features

like columns balustrades and stairs

The front porch is a characteristic feature ofmany styles ofhistoric residential architecture and plays an important
role in ourbuildings It will often include some of a buildings most important decorative features such as columns
railings balusters newel posts brackets and molded cornices Porches and stairs also create a lively transition

between inside and outside building and street light and shade Porches can be energy saving because they shade

the house when it is hot and protect the entry from the weather andrain two conditions that together pretty much

cover the entire year in Albany

Some of the mostcommon changes that diminish architectural character occur at porches and stairs These include

replacing original wood columns with simple posts and replacing ornamental wood railings with incompatible new

ones in wood orwrought iron

The original stairs andbaluster were long
gone on this house The owners used details

remaining on the porch to create an

appropriate design for new balusters and

stairs

527 5JAve SE BEFORE

PORCH DETAILS

Porches can be as wide as the house or cover only part of a housesfront or wrap aroundmore than one

side

Roofing material of the porch typically matches the roof of the house as do the details of a porchseaves

Porch floors were typically made of tongue and groove lumber run perpendicular to the house slope away

from the house and were protected with gray deck paint
Stair treads usually include abullnosed rounded edge and a slope to encourage adequate drainage
Columns define a porchs character and style ofdetailing Trim moldings at the top and base of columns are

also important elements

Railings and newel posts vary but are the feature that defines the porch space

Acceptable Rehabilitation

1 Retain and restore original porches balusters stairs flooring and decorative features

Ifrebuilding is necessary due to structural instability reuse as much of the original materials as possible
Match original materials proportions and details when replacing deteriorated features

2 If a porch or elements of a porch are missing a new porch should be based on as much evidence as possible
about the original porch design shape and details Requires historic review Sources for evidence include

old photographs paint lines defining porch roof outlines
historic Sanborn fire insurance maps remnants ofthe porch foundation and

Page 6
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Standards for Alterations Maintenance and Rehabilitation

oral descriptions from previous owners

3 Where little orno evidence of the original porch remains a new porch shouldreflect the typical porch of the era

while being identifiable as a regent addition notoriginal to the building Requires historic review

Sth Avenue SW 530 Ferry Street SWI

New pipe was added along the top ofthe recreated railingsleft picture and inside the columns and boxed railings right picture to meet

code requirements orprovide additional safety while stillpreserving the original style and scale ofthe railing designs

Not Acceptable Allactions belowrequire historic review

1 Alterations to historic porches such as removing original materials and decorative features such as columns

balusters or cornices

2 Replacing railings or columns with new ones in a different design andor material whose design and appearance
are notinkeeping with the original

3 Replacing porch floors with concrete standard lumber or plywood
4 Replacing stair treads with concrete and standard lumber

5 Placing new porches in locations that never hadporches especially on significant elevations

6 Enclosing open porches on highly visible portions of a building

Unacceptable porch renovationIThe porch floor has been

removed and the columns are supported by cinder blocks
Unacceptable porch andstair renovation 2The steps and hand

rail do not match the original design and do not include risers The

porch railings balustrade was replaced ivith blank wood panels

Page 7
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DOORS ENTRANCES

Doors and entrances should bepreserved whereverpossible

Front entrances including the front door were carefully designed as an integral part of the front fagade of your

building Doors not only provide access to a building they were also the main source ofventilation for living
spaces in ancient times However as houses moved beyond being merely dwellings doors and entrances grew to

become important expressions of architectural style Front doors vary in style to compliment the architecture of

your building ADD MORE PICTURES

Acceptable Rehabilitation

1 Retain and repair historic door openings doors screen doors trim and details such as transom side lights and

hardware where they contribute to the architectural character of the building
2 Replace missing or deteriorated doors with doors that closely match the original Historic reviewrequired
3 New entrances needed for code requirements that are located on side or rear walls not readily visible from the

street Historicreviewrequired
4 Screen and storm doors should be simple in design Any ornamentation should be based on historic precedent

and in keeping with the character of the door and entrance design

Not Acceptable Allactions require historic review

1 Changes to door andor opening sizes

2 Removing historic doors transom and side lights
3 New doors orchanging the location ofdoors and entrances that alter the architectural character of the building
4 Removing significant door features that can be repaired
5 Replacing deteriorated or missing doors with stock doors ordoors of inappropriate designs or constructed of

inappropriate materials Aluminum metal and jalousie doors should be avoided

7Ci Ir I
ADD MORE DESIGNS

The paneled door was used on Albanys earliest homes becauseglass was expensive
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WINDOWS

Retain andpreserve existing windows and distinctive decorative features

like frames muntins sills and moldings

Windows provide for light and ventilation in the historic house The design and pattern of window openings in a

building is one of the single most important elements in defining its character and the date of construction The

City of Albany and most communities in Oregon and the nation follow the Secretary of InteriorsStandards for

Rehabilitation for historic properties which requires original windows be repaired whenever possible This is

more practical than most people realize but many windows are needlessly replaced because owners dontknow how

to evaluate repair and weatherize Wooden windows that are repaired and properly maintained will continue to

work well and contribute to the historic character of the building for another hundred years or more

sixoverone

windows the lower sash

is a historic replacement

WINDOWDETAILS

Doublebung wooden windows are the most common window type in Albany Casement windows which swing
out were also relatively common especially overkitchen sinks and in basements and fixed windows are

bl

Windows on houses built prior to 1935 should be trimmed with wood following the proportions and

detailing that exist or that are appropriate for the style ofarchitecture

The mid1930s marked the introduction of aluminum windows large picture windows and corner windows

into common use though in Oregon the abundant timber supply meant that wood windows continued to

dominate into the 1950s Glass blocks were sometimes used on each side of entrance doors and in laundry
rooms and bathrooms

StormScreenwindows Wood storm windows and screens are historically appropriate for mostofAlbanys
homes They were hung from two hooks at the top of the casement on the exterior of a building and were

usually painted the same color as the window sash Aluminum storm windows became common on houses

built after 1935 Today interior storm windows offer invisibleprotection from the weather

mopera e

Houses built up to 1935 typically incorporated vertical doublehung window

arrangement single paired or triple depending on the architectural style The

oldest windows used multiple panes of glass because glass came in smaller sizes As

larger pieces of glass became more affordable fewer panes were used and hence the

onepane sash is the most common found in Albany Beginning with the

Craftsman era windows often incorporated craftsmanship and multipaned sashes

were used as a decorative feature
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MM

t111C

Maintenance lasts Simple maintenance
and minor repairs will pull your windows

through another decade or two Complete
refurbishing will set them up for another

century
Enjoy your old windows Their original
molding profiles and old wavy glass provide
authentic character that is not easily
recreated

Formore information on how to

repairyour historic windows and

make energy efficiency upgrades go

to

wwwcitvofalbanynettcomdev

historic windowsphp

r

ffl

Acceptable Rehabilitation

1 Repair replace missing or deteriorated parts including muntins sash casings and sills

2 If original windows are irreparable new windows need to match the original window details including
materials type pattern muntin widths and profilesie doublehung sash 22 61 66 etc and opening
size Requires historic review

3 Previously altered or nonoriginal ornoncompatible window is being replaced visible from the street the

new window should conform with the original opening and be of a style color and material appropriate to the

building Requires historic review

4 When there is no evidence of the original window the new one should be complementary to the building
design Requires historic review

5 Adding or replacing windows to meet egress purposes as long as the new window matches thestyle material

and details oforiginal windows Requires historic review

513 711 Ave SE before
Not Acceptable vinyl windows on left and large
aluminum window to right

and after
Acceptable Rehabilitation nonoriginal windows

were replaced with pairs ofdoublehung wood windows

Not Acceptable Allactions require historic review

1 Removing a historic window and blocking the opening or replacing it with a newnonwoodwindow
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2 Changing window opening sizes

3 Enclosing window openings
4 Adding shutters unless the house had them originally Oregonsmild climate does notwarrant the need for

shutters

1
fauz

11

This first floor windows on this house

were replaced with a central metal window

right photo The new owner found

evidence of 2 windows and restored the

front fa4ade

T

11111111iilvi

NotAcceptable

Not Acceptable new windows dont

match the style ormaterial of the original
windows

Unmuddled Acceptable Illtry to get a photo with the window cap molding
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Standards for Alterations Maintenance and Rehabilitation

SIDING TRIM WOODWORK

Whereverpossible ortginal siding and trim should be retained orrestored

and maintained rather than replaced

In Oregon wood was the predominant building material used for residential architecture It was abundant cheap
and easily worked to produce siding moldings decorative features and interior finishes It is important to identify
and protect character defining wood features such as cornices brackets or window moldings

WOODWORK DETAILS

Horizontal siding was the most common in Albany and comes in four distinct types bevel or clapboard
channeled shiplap tongue andgroove Siding typically ranges from 4 to 8 inches in width

Shingles ofdifferent designs can be found on houses in combination with horizontal siding for earlier houses

and as the main siding on later houses Sometimes large shingles were placed over original siding to

modernize homes

Architectural details on a historic house are often found at the roof peak the tops and bottoms ofporch
posts above windows at the corners ofhouses and in porch railings
Ornate decorative details often referred to as gingerbread is common for Victorian era and post 1900

homes Eave brackets and exposed rafter tails are characterdefining features on Bungalow and Craftsman

style homes

Moldings are located where a vertical and horizontal surface meets like where the wall meets the roof

Acceptable Rehabilitation

1 Repair and preserve all original woodwork siding trim cornice and decorative elements even if wornor

damaged Note New wood of the same quality is expensive
2 Replace with matching materials only if damaged beyond repair or if the material is unsound

3 Missing decorative details may be added when there is evidence that they existed Evidence can be found

from old photographs remnants left on the building paint lines where parts were removed nailholes old

notches and cut outs in siding and trim Requires stafflevelhistoric review

4 New materials may be considered typically only on facades notvisible from the street if they can be painted
and the dimensions and the finished visual effect appears the same as wood Newmaterials requires
historic review

Not Acceptable A11 actions require historic review

1 Wood siding and details should notbe removed and replaced with materials that create a different

appearance
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Standards for Alterations Maintenance and Rehabilitation

2 Vertical board andT111 sheathing for siding Other siding materials that are usually inappropriate include

plywood brick cement stucco aluminum and vinyl
3 Adding details that have no evidence of having existed For example window and door trim was sometimes

different and more simple on the sides andor the rear of a building
4 Removing decorative elements simply because they are not original to the building They may have

significance oftheir own or are evidence of the evolution of the building
5 Covering original details
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Standards for Alterations Maintenance and Rehabilitation

ROOF FORM MATERIALS

Structuraland decorative features like dormers chimneys exposed rafters

and decorative work should be retainedand rehabilitated

F

Hipped roofs on house andporch andpedimentedgable roof over

second story balcony 138 7thAve SW

ROOF DETAILS

Albany has mostly traditional gable and hipped roofs for residential properties and a few mansard and gambrel
roofs

Roof pitches in Albany are generallymedium to steeply pitched
In Oregon wood shingles were the common roofing material prior to 1920 when composition shingles came

into popular use Composition shingle colors like dark gray and brown are appropriate historic colors for

residential architecture in Albany
Dormers open up a second floor or an unused attic space
to add room light andor egress Dormers were typically
modest in size and number

Chimneys usually make an important contribution to a

buildings architectural character They create visual

interest by adding balance variety and liveliness to roofs

and walls Most ofAlbanyschimneys are brick Chimneys
are especially subject to damage because of their exposure

to wind rain and temperature extremes but with

occasional maintenance they can last as long as any other

part of a building

Acceptable Rehabilitation

1 If a portion of the original roof exists a section of it can be saved to document patterns materials and

textures for matching in the future

2 Roof repairs should match the original shape and pitch and materials Shingle roofs are encouraged to be

retained however composition roofs are a suitable replacement
3 Retain distinctive decorative features such as eave brackets gableend details cresting and more

4 Unique roofing materials such as tile are often characterdefining features and need to be maintained and

replacedinkind Requests to replace unique roofing materials require historic review

5 A drip edge if used should be either prefinished orpainted to match surrounding building materials

6 Builtingutters should be repaired or reconstructed in a similar configuration using alternative materials

Gutters and downspouts should match the building body andor trim color Where exposed rafter ends were

original roof mounted orhalfroundhung gutters arepreferred Consider channeling water runoffon the

ground rather than installing gutters when none originally existed
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Standards for Alterations Maintenance and Rehabilitation

7 Adding a slope to a problem flat roof if it is notvisible from the ground or does notaffect the character of

the building Requires historic review

8 New dormers or roofs should be added at the rear or side rooflines that are notvisible from the street

Dormers should be in keeping with the character and scale of the dwelling and other windows and should

notbeintroduced on front facades Roofalterationsdormersrequire historic review

9 Ifno longer in use chimneys should be capped rather than removed

10 Maintain the dimensions design and materials of old or original chimneys
11 Repoint chimneys and replace missing bricks using materials that closely resemble the existing in color

texture and hardness

Not Acceptable All actions require historic review

1 Installing roof features that never existed or that create a false historical appearance This can include cupolas
cresting or ornate and chimneys

2 Metal roofs and other incompatible roof materials

3 New dormers skylights or changing a roof pitch
4 Painting chimney masonry that was never painted or coating chimneys with stucco asphalt or other surface

materials if not done originally
5 Replacing masonry chimneys with metal concrete block or other materials out of keeping with a buildings

character

6 Removing chimneys that are sound andor changing the height and design of an existing chimney
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Standards for Alterations Maintenance and Rehabilitation

FOUNDATIONS

Changes to foundations shouldmatch or be compatible with original foundations

inheipht anduse ofmaterials

Foundation height helps to establish the design of a

structure Porch steps water tables ventilators and

access doors or windows are features that are considered

to be part of foundations Every measure needs to be

taken to preserve these details with the replacement of a

foundation Most historic buildings in Albany have

masonry foundations although there are numerous

examples of concrete foundations In some instances

particularly on Bungalows foundation elements can be

an important part of the overall design of the facade

The house foundation is covered with siding
and the porch uses lattice 215 711 Ave SVl

Where buildings are on wood post and masonry pad foundations concrete block and poured concrete wall

foundations are acceptable replacements
Often foundations were covered with 1 x 4 vertical wood skirting If skirting exists make every effort to

replicate the historic look and material after the masonry foundation is installed Textured paint and thin coat

stucco can be applied to concrete block and poured concrete foundations to imitate the historic appearance

ofpoured concrete

Historically lattice pierced brick and continuous brick orother masonry generally constituted infill between

foundation piers These infill materials protected the underside of the house allowed ventilation and in some

instances provided additional decoration

Theheight of the replacement foundation should consider stairs access doors windows and ventilators and

ensure that the installation of the foundation will not detract from character defining features of the structure

These might include unique moldings or the water table that runs horizontally around the base ofmany older

houses

Plantings of appropriate shrubbery and perennials can help to disguise new foundations

Bolting the sill of the building to the new foundation is a good idea for seismic safety and to obtain

earthquake insurance

Acceptable Alterations

1 Retain repair as needed or replace historic foundations with matching materials

2 Maintain open spaces between piers
3 Retain repair as needed or replace historic foundation enclosures with matching materials

4 If foundation enclosures are missing enclose with an appropriate materials such as lattice or pierced brick

Not Acceptable
1 Removing historic foundation enclosures unless they aredeteriorated and irreparable
2 Enclosing a pier foundation with continuous infill that prevents ventilation and destroys the openness of the

feature

3 Using an infill material which is inappropriate to the style of the building
4 Using historically inappropriate material such as concrete block stucco or plywood as infill

5 Decorative concrete block should be avoided as they have no relationship to historic materials
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Standards for Alterations Maintenance and Rehabilitation

OUTDOOR LIGHTING

Acceptable
Original light fixtures should be retained New orreplacement lighting should be appropriate to the style of

the building
Recessed or ceiling mounted lamps notvisible from the street can be a good way to achieve desired lighting
without introducing obvious light fixtures

Ceiling fans should be appropriate to the style and period of the building

Not Acceptable
Generally carriagestylecolonialinspired lamps are not appropriate
Free standing lampposts in yards

UTILITY MECHANICAL SYSTEMS

Acceptable
Place television antenna satellite dishes and mechanical equipment such as air conditioners in an

inconspicuous location preferably a side or rear elevation where they cannot be seen from the street

Screen with plantings or low fences if necessary
Property owners who wish to install solar panels on historic architecture need to ensure that the panels will

not be placed on the primary facade or front roof of the house Requires historic review

Not Acceptable
Mechanical and other equipment installed on the front facades and sections of the house visible from the

street
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Standards for Alterations Maintenance and Rehabilitation

FOUNDATIONS

Changes to foundations shouldmatch or be compatible with original foundations

in heLtht anduse ofmaterials

FOUNDATION DETAILS

Foundation height helps to establish the design of a

structure Porch steps water tables ventilators and

access doors or windows are features that are considered

to be part of foundations Every measure needs to be

taken to preserve these details with the replacement of a

foundation Most historic buildings in Albany have

masonry foundations although there are numerous

examples of concrete foundations In some instances

particularly on Bungalows foundation elements can be

an important part of the overall design of the facade

The house foundation is covered with siding
and theporch uses lattice 215 711 Ave SW

Where buildings are on wood post and masonry pad foundations concrete block and poured concrete wall

foundations are acceptable replacements
Often foundations were covered with 1 x 4 vertical wood skirting If skirting exists make every effort to

replicate the historic look and material after the masonry foundation is installed Textured paint and thin coat

stucco can be applied to concrete block and poured concrete foundations to imitate the historic appearance

ofpoured concrete

Historically lattice pierced brick and continuous brick or other masonry generally constitutedinfill between

foundation piers These infill materials protected the underside of the house allowedventilation and in some

instances provided additional decoration

The height of the replacement foundation should consider stairs access doors windows and ventilators and

ensure that the installation of the foundation will not detract from character defining features of the structure

These might include unique moldings or the water table that runs horizontally around the base ofmany older

houses

Plantings of appropriate shrubbery and perennials can help to disguise new foundations

Bolting the sill of the building to the new foundation is a good idea for seismic safety and to obtain

earthquake insurance

Acceptable Alterations

1 Retain repair as needed or replace historic foundations with matching materials

2 Maintain open spaces between piers
3 Retain repair as needed or replace historic foundation enclosures with matching materials

4 Iffoundation enclosures are missing enclose with an appropriate materials such as lattice or pierced brick

NotAcceptable
1 Removing historic foundation enclosures unless they are deteriorated and irreparable
2 Enclosing a pier foundation with continuous infill that prevents ventilation and destroys the openness of the

feature

3 Using an infill material which is inappropriate to the style of the building
4 Using historically inappropriate material such as concrete block stucco or plywood as infill

5 Decorative concrete block should be avoided as they have no relationship to historic materials
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Standards for Alterations Maintenance and Rehabilitation

OUTDOOR LIGHTING

Acceptable
Original light fixtures should be retained New or replacement lighting should be appropriate to the style of

the building
Recessed or ceiling mounted lamps notvisible from the street can be a good way to achieve desired lighting
without introducing obvious light fixtures

Ceiling fans should be appropriate to the style and period of the building

Not Acceptable
Generally carriagestylecolonialinspired lamps arenotappropriate
Free standing lampposts in yards

UTILITY MECHANICAL SYSTEMS

Acceptable
Place television antenna satellite dishes and mechanical equipment such as air conditioners in an

inconspicuous location preferably a side or rear elevation where they cannotbe seen from the street

Screen with plantings or low fences if necessary
Property owners who wish to install solar panels on historic architecture need to ensure that the panels will

notbe placed on the primary facade or front roof of the house Requires historic review

NotAcceptable
Mechanical andother equipment installed on the front facades and sections of the house visible from the

street
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Standards for Alterations Maintenance and Rehabilitation

GARAGES OUTBUILDINGS REHABILITATION AND NEW CONSTRUCTION

Garages and outbuildings shouldnotbe overlooked as important components ofhistoricproperties and

should be compatible with the associated house and other outbuildings

No single invention has changed the way we live and how ourenvironment looks more than the automobile In the

1890s the automobile was a novelty of the rich but by 1910 auto ownership was so widespread that a new building
type had to be invented For a period carriage houses were converted to accommodate the car With the building
boom of the 1910s the singlecar detached garage was constructed with measurements of 12 x 18 feet Multicar

garages were built by repeating these proportions Garages were often designed to match the siding roof form and

details of the houses for which they were built

GARAGE AND OUTBUILDING BUILDING DETAILS

Common roof forms in Albany include gable hipped shed and flat

Floors were usually poured concrete but some were gravel or simply board or dirt

The historic garage and outbuilding had windows to provide ventilation and light One window on each wall

was typical and the stock sash units used on houses were common

Early garages often had exposed rafter tails some have eaves finished in the same manner as the house

Accessory buildings are subservient to the primary building and should be placed at the rear of the lot or

behind the house to limit their visual impact as seen from the street

The garage door is the key element in garage design and will help date the structure The first garage doors

were similar to barns with big strap hinges and doors that swung outward New door types were soon

invented with sliding doors divided into vertical sections sliding along the interior wall of the garage Bifold

and accordion doors were also common Typical earl garage doors were often paneled with the top third

glazed The sectional rollup door the most popular today appeared early in the 20th century

Whateverpaint color is most appropriate to the style and age of your house also applies to outbuildings
Although uncommonin Albanys historic districts there was ultimately a complete integration of house and

garageBasementlevelgarages were built under themain living quarters sometimes with a steep down

sloping driveway With the birth of the Ranch style house and later the splitlevel the blankfaced double

garage door was unabashedly displayedas the primary facade of the house

Acceptable Rehabilitation Requires historic review

1 If youre rebuilding a historic garage or building a new one echo the shape pitch eaves and material of your
housesroof

2 Period style swinging doors can be constructed as one door and be activated with a garage door opener

retaining a historic look while providing convenience

NotAcceptable
1 New overhead roll up doors constructed of inappropriate fiberglass and other light weight materials and

incompatible designs
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Standards for Alterations Maintenance and Rehabilitation

Standards for Additions to Historic Buildings
Additions shouldnotsignificantly alter or obscure original distinguishing qualities ofhistoric buildings

Additions to historic buildings may be needed or desired to make projects economically feasible to satisfy fire and

building code requirements to house mechanical systems and for other personal orpractical reasons

Additions should be distinguished from original portions of building and should result in minimal damage to it

Character defining features of the historic building should not be radically changed obscured damaged or

destroyed in the process ofadding new construction

Acceptable Additions Alladditions require historic review

1 Are located at the rear ofbuildings not on the front or sides ofbuildings that are

readily visible from the street

2 Are secondary smaller and simpler than the original building in scale design and

placement
3 Are designed to be distinguishable from the historic building
4 Are compatible in scale materials and texture with the existing building and surrounding district including

being compatible with the original buildings design roof shape materials color rhythms ofwindow and

door placement and cornice heights
5 Protect architectural details and features that contribute to the character of the building during the course of

constructing the addition

6 Are built in a manner that avoids extensive removal or loss ofhistoric materials and does notdamage or

destroy the main architectural features of the building
7 Keep the exterior walls of the original building as intact as possible and use existing door and window

openings for connecting the addition to the building
8 Use materials compatible with the historicfabric of the house Cement board siding may be appropriate
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Not Acceptable

1 Imitating an earlier style orperiod ofarchitecture in additions

2 Addingheight to a building that changes its scale and character Changes in height should not bevisible when

viewing the principal facades

3 Ifadditions to roofs are desired such as new dormers these should be added at rear or side rooflines that are

notvisible from the street Dormers should be in keeping with the character and scale of the dwelling should

not be introduced on front facades

4 Framing or glassing in the front porch or a prominent side porch
5 Addition ofnew stories at a readily visible roofline

6 Skylights decks or balconies visible from the street
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Standards for Fences on Albanys Historic Properties
Fences and gates are an extension of the architecture of the house The right fence design can pay big dividends in an

attractive feature that unites the building and landscape while enhancing privacy establishing property boundaries and

protecting children and pets Fences on Albanyshistoric properties do nothave to be historicalrecreations but they
look best when their scale design and materials harmonize with the size style and period of the house According to

the Secretary of the Interiors Standards for Rehabilitation additions such as fences should be compatible with the size scale

material and character oftheproperly neighborhood or environment

Fence Standards in the Albany Development Code Section3410

1 Fences may be no taller than 6 feet in interior yards and 4 feet in front yards if it meets the clear vision area

standards in Section 12180 Exceptions to Height
a A singlefamily use or zone that shares an interior property line with a multiplefamily use or zone may have a

fence up to 8 feet tall along the property line

b Properties listed on the National Register ofHistoric Places may have front yard fences taller than 4 feet if the

fence is appropriate to the building style and scale and is approved by the Landmarks Advisory
commission

The following information about architectural styles is provided to help homeowners design a fence that harmonizes

with the style and period of their historic home

FENCES FOR DIFFERENT ARCHITECTURAL STYLES

Understanding how fences evolved from logs to pickets and then changed with the ebb and flow ofarchitectural styles
can help you choose a successful design

As the dangers of the wilderness receded fences became

shorter and more refined and were mostly erected to

contain livestock and establish property lines In towns
the fence gave the residential streets a spatial definition

with the fence Fences were a semipublic extension of

the dwelling

Fencing for a Gothic Revival house 18501880 can

reflect medieval influences with pointedarch pickets
and posts or with palings and rails carved to resemble

open tracery For a more elaborate touch finials might
be carved like spires and the gate could mimic a pointed
arch with quatrefoil and trefoil patterns carved into its

posts Finishing with a darkcolor paint or stain would

also be appropriate

The Italianate style 18501895 was aligned with the picturesque landscape movement that considered tences a

necessary evil so ideally they were as inconspicuous as possible Italianate fences may borrow details from the corbels

cornices or brackets on the house and should be painted a neutral earth color not the bright white that Andrew

Jackson Downing detested However in Oregon and Albany fences were often painted white

Victorian Era Builders of the Victorian era 18701910 ornamented their houses and porches with carved brackets

corbels fretwork and turned wood but often wood fences were sedate and understated Period photos often show

smoothly carved pointed stone or wood posts holding panels of square pickets painted in a neutral tone so as not to

upstage the house and grounds A common form ofpicket fence design to enclose yards was three horizontal rails

equally spaced with short pointed pickets that rise just above the middle rail alternating with longer pickets that rise

above the top rail

Early 20th Century CraftsmanBungalowWith less need to fence out the neighbors livestock and more interest

in integrating house and site picket fences fell out of favor in the early 20th century with the interest in naturalistic

landscaping that accompanied the bungalow and craftsman movements
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1930x1940sEnglishRevival Influenced Styles The various revival and

European and Spanish influenced styles that became popular following World

WarI brought the picket fence back into popularity A fence for a Tudor Revival

house can reference Gothic features and details from that period such as heavy
construction and carved diamonds

These gave way in the 1940s to low three to fourfoottallchainlink fence which

were affordable and took vines well offering privacy

FENCE STANDARDS

1 Although height is customarily 3feet to 3 t2 feet the fence should be proportional to the structure it accompanies
and the area it encloses While a small cottage might look best with a fence only 2 z feet tall a large house could

warrant a4foottallfence Fences taller than 4 feet may be appropriate for ornate and larger scale homes but

require approval by the Landmarks Advisory Commission

2 New or reclaimed iron fencing may be appropriate for grander pre1900 houses Iron fencing is generally not

appropriate for later houses

3 Traditionally fencing and retaining walls in front yards and principal side yards was installed along the sidewalk or

property line or to the sides of the building at or behind its front plain
4 For corner properties fences on the secondary street frontage may be up to six feet tall Please note that fencing

must also comply with any other applicable city building or zoning codes

5 Privacy fences are appropriate only around rear yards and can be up to 6 feet in height Placement Map here

6 Chain link or plastic slat fences arenotappropriate for front or visible side yards

Figum 2Ficket fence otirregtdar spindles Henry Failing house Gampieted7fi5 Fence turn Figure 4 Gate centered on house with two entrances Thomas Krewson house built about

Portland Multnomah County architect for both Henry Cleaveland lV in North Drain Douglas County Oregon

FENCE BASICS

Pickets There are many ways to dress up a picket fence for a more ornamental or architectural effect The simplest
approach is to cut the picket tops into points acute angles orarches semicircles or historical decorative designs such

as diamonds or spears Narrow pickets about 2 square and spaced widely apart appear more elegant and are especially

2



appropriate for lateVictorian homes It is quite acceptable to use a more decorative and expensive fence for the front

of the house and only utilitarian fencing for the sides and back

Ty12ical Picket Fence Construction from Philip Dolesbook Picket Fences in Oregon
The body of thefence wasfour orfivefeet tall with thepicket element of three or morefeet Below their tops andat their bases the pickets were

nailed to rails These two horizontal pieces were oftwo or threeinchstock byfour to sixinches the lower rail was set vertically the upper

usually flatwise At the bottom ofthefence just above theground a thickfinished board a base or curb ranhoriZontally On an early 1900s

house a6inch board was acceptable On earlier structures the bottom boardwas usually at least 12 inches tall
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SECTONPLAWLRLEVATWN AT VOXED POST

Posts As well as being structurally essential posts can mark gateways and contribute visual interest by making those

entrances larger or by having distinctive finials While stone is the ideal post material because of its beauty and

permanence 4 x 4 wood posts are more affordable and versatile If the post tops extend above the bulk of the fence

they look best and last longest when finished with bevels caps or finials that also shed water

Gates can either blend into the fence or be a focal point Choose latches and hinges that are appropriate to your

propertys style and period and make them rugged enough to keep the gate from sagging but not oversized and out of

scale

TYPICAL PICKET FENCE DESIGNS

4

Whenever possible leave a space
between picket bottoms and the

ground so that you can mow grass
without damaging the fence

Keeping the fence off the ground
will add years to its useful life by
reducing the conditions for wood

rot
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